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Fohannes Vermeer. Lady
Writillg a Letter with Her
Maid (detail), c. ,670,
oil On canvas
N:llion<l1 Gallery of Jrel:and, Dublin

reRGEN WADUM
Royal Cabinet of Paintings MauritshlHs

Contours of Vermeer

O bserving and being able to perceive the abun
dance of visual information around us at all
times is in itself a complicated task. Compre
hending this data and visualizing it in oil paint
on a two-dimensional canvas is what makes
an artist. The artist is a perceiver who pays
special attention to the points of view from
which the world can be seen and one who
calches and .records for lhe reSl of us the mosl
revealing perspectives on things.!

Johannes Vermeer's apparent preoccupa
tion with effects of light and textures in small
interiors makes him an appealing nanator,
with a full artistic license, of seventeenth
century Holland. The specific way in which
Vermeer gives a luminous sfumato to the con
tours of the objects within his paintings fur
ther adds to his mastery of space by detaching
ubjects frum the background.

Leonardo da Vinci's Trattato della pittura,
of which a French translation was published in
r651 in Paris,l and Samuel van Hoogstraeten's
Inleyding tot de hooge schoole der schilder
konst (1678) can be seen as important sources
for understanding Vermeer's painterly effects.
Van IIoogstraeten discusses manipulation of
reality and the trend of creating illusions,
trompe l'oeil, which may have influenced Ver
meer very early in his career.

During the Vermeer exhihition in Washing
ton and The Hague (1995 - I 996), I had the op
portunity to compare the individual paintings
to each other and to examine them closely. To.
gether with the technical research on the ma-

jority of the pictures, this has led me to con
clude that the hitherto assumed chronology
of Vermeer's paintings mllst he slightly modi
fied.3 I have also come to question the attri
bution of Sai1Jt Praxedis to Vermeer on stylis
tic and technical grounds.

Observin~

It has been noted that the interiors in Ver
meer's paintings often seem to contain more
light than they receive through the windows.
Van Hoogstraeten wrote tha t IIoftengrea t ma s

tel'S violate this, letting the lesser light inside
overwhelm the stronger light from outside, II

4

and by that he seems to refer to the paint
ings of Vermeer. The artist used the various
bright surfaces and materials of the objects
iu his interiors as rdlec LOrs of lhe lighl lhal
enters through the large windows. This can
be observed in the face of The Geographer,
for Instance. Here we find more light falling
on the shadowed side of the face than we
would expect at first, were it not for the light
reflected on his face from the open map lying
on the tablc, bathed in sunlight.~This kind of
reflection is comparable to the much smaller
reflection cast from the white collar on the
chin of the Girl with a Pearl Earring." Similar
diffuse light reflections can be seen in A Lady
Seated at the Virginal, where the girl's arms
and satin dress arc mirrored in the polished
front of the musical instrument. These ob
servations are important in understanding
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l. Johannes Vermccr,
A Lady at the Virginal with
(I GenrJeman (The Music
Lesson), c. 1662- [664,
oil on canvas
Her M:tjeslY Queen Eliz.1belh II

Vermeer's close scrutiny of the nature of
light.

The reflections all may seem natural, but
in fact Vermeer is creating intriguing situa
tions, as there often seem to be more light
SOUIL:t:S thall thusl: WI: Il:c.;UgIlizl: at firl;t. Thl:

glowing highlights of the copper studs on the
blue chair in A Lady at UJe Virginal with a
Gentleman (fIg. rL for convenience usually
titled The Music Lesson, may serve as an ex
ample. The nails on the seat show strong
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highlights on the left side and a smaller re
flection next to their right sides. The nails on
the chair-back, however, have the strong high
light placed at the right side, with a smaller
one to the left. It therefore looks as if there
is a second light source which, oddly enough,
is not casting its light on other objects in the
composi tion. The studs on the lower edge of
the blue chair in A Lady Standing at the Vir
gina] show not two but three highlights: a
small reflection above left on the side of the



~. CelanI Huuckgt:e~l,

Ambulntocyof t.be Nieuwe
Kelk iII Delft., 16 T, "if on
panel
RUY'I! C.&1JlIIl::l ur P,.lllllill~:-'

MnumshUls, ThL: H:J.!,'Uc

window, a stronger one at the top right side,
and a third reflection at tbe lower edge of the
stud. This reflection comes from the Ught that
hits the white marbled floor and is echoed in
the nails. A similar secondary light can be
seen in the back of the chair which is strongly
illuminated by the reflection of the light in
the imagined white wall behind the virginaL

Observing and studying nature critically
must have been essential for Vermeer, en
abling him to play with form, texture, light,
and secondary light with virtuosity. Leonardo
also was occ'l.lpied with the nature of the opti
cal system, light, and the function of the eye.
At the beginning of the sixteenth century
he drew the conclusion that the so-called
visual rays from the same parts of an object
would reach different parts of the visual
pUWt:I, tIlt: eye, and vice versa.' By this the
geometrical simplicity of the canonical "pyra
mid of vision" was disrupted, according to
Wh1Ch near forms occluded remoter objects
in an absolutely straightforward manner, Ac
cording to Leonardo's later theories, no edge
will ever be seen absolutely and no object
ncar the cye will occlude distant objects in
a tOtally clearcut manner. This thesis also
seemed to explain why a very small object

close to the eye appears to be translucent, and
why we are able to see relatively well through
an open-weave cloth held near the eye.s

Do Leonardo's observa tions explain the ha
loing and circles of confuslOn that Vermeer
applied in many of his paintings, which by
some are thought to be achieved by looking
through a camera obscura? 9 Probably not,
but an explanation for these phenomena may
implicitly be found in a letter from Nicolas
Poussin 11 593/r 594- 1665) to Fran<;ois Sublet
de Noyers, describing twO methods of view
ine ohjPcts: "one is hy simple seeing and the
other ponders them attentively. Simple see
ing is nothing other than natural reception in
the eye of the form and resemblance of the
seen object. But to see an object with deliber
ation ... we search with a particular proce
dure for a way to understand the same object
properly. Therefore we may say that simple
'aspect' is a natural operation, while that
which I call 'prospect' is a function of reason
and depends on three thines: knowledge of the
eye, of the visual ray, and of the distance from
the eye to the object." 10

Of course Vermeer was not acquainted
with this letterj nevertheless, it explains how
an observant pai nrer such as Vermeer could
have examined the visible world and subse
quently created paintings with his painterly
skill, without any optical device other than
his eye.

When observing the light, a very substan
tial part of perceiving it is by the shadowed
areas near the lit object itself. By its sheer
presence a shadow can suggest an object or
person not present in the picture plane. In the
same way, light falling into the interior from
unset:1J wimluws, as can be seen in Gerard
Houckgeest'sAmbulatory of the Nieuwe Kerk
in Delft Ifig. 2) lIon the columns receding to
ward the left, W1U reveal part of the scene hid
den from the viewer.

Johannes Kepler (1571-r630I, who com
pared the dioptric mechanism of the eye with
the image created by a camera obscura, pub
lished important discoveries on the nature of
seeing.I2 The Keplerian notion of sight, stat
ing that vision is brought about by a picture of
the ohserved ohject heing fonned, or "painted"
as he described it, on the concave surface of the
retina,'d was shared by Rene Descartes (1596
1 650)-who lived in The Ha.gue from 1628 to
1 649-in his book La Dioptrique.I<I It appears
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to have been an important topic among the
Dutch scholars and connoisscurs of thc time.
Intellectuals all over Europe were occupied
with U11derstanding perspective, the ways of
recordi.ng space correctly and of creating the
most convincing spatial illusion.

In the late 1650S Vermeer changed his
Woman Asleep Ifig. 31 into a virtual door·
zieht, or "view," by eliminating a man and a
dog originally in the adjacent room. 15 He may
have been inspired by Van Hoogstraeten's Per·
spective of a Dutch lntel'ior Viewed from a
Doorway of 16'18 (fig. 4).16

Naturally optics, telescopes, microscopes,
magnifying glasses, spectacles, and the cam
era obscura interested not only philosophers,
theologians, and surveyors but also paint·
ers. The seventeenth-century Dutch painter
theorist Samuel van Hoogstraeten, who wrote
with fascination about the camera obscura
stated that young painters could benefit fro~
looking aL its i 1I1<1ges. 17 Furtht::r un, he stateu
that an image as created with this apparatus
could also be obtained by using a magnify
ing glass and mmors. Although these distort
the image a little, they reflect most of the col
ors and the image accurately. IS

Van Hoogstraeten's fascination with the
camera obscura has been interpreted as advice
to painters to paint in a dark room. Apart
from the fact that no painter would ever
sit with his palette full of bright colors in a
dark room painting an upside-down image,I9
the DLltch word afmalen has been misin
terpreted. What Van Hoogstraeten meant
was that he wa.nted to tell something about
the "pictorial invention [that is, the camera
obscura] by means of which one can have all
the things that are outside palmed by reflec
tion in a closed and dark room." 20 He in fact
referred to the image as painting itself as a
reflection on the wall or a paper held in front
of the lens. Therefore the interpretation of
the word afmalen as an active deed of the
painter is wrong.2 ! When Van Hoogstraeten
described the use of a camera obscura, he did
not mean a little box with a lens through
which one can trace an image on a piece of
parchment; he simply explained how one can
make the outside world visible, upside down,
in a room by letting a lens focus the outside
world on either the wall or on a piece of paper
held in front of the light cone lfig. 5).
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Contours

To some extent Leonardo thought that shad
ows were more important than outlines. This
is reflected in his sfumato, the soft, blended
transition of contours. "The outlines of
second-plane objects will never be as clear as
those of foreground objects," he wrote and
continued: "the line has in itself neither mat
ter nor substance and may rather be called an
imaginary idea than a real object."22

Caravaggio (1573-1610) often juxtaposed a
strongly lit area with a dark one. By means of
thh tunal Gumrast he enhanGed the radiance
oflight. This phenomenon, in the seventeenth
century called tenebroso or chiaroscuro, be
came a specialty of the Utrecht Caravaggisti.

In order to avoid the risk of silhouetting
objects ina stage setting, Vermeer chose his
own technique of rendering transition tones

3. Johannes Venneer,
A Woman Asleep,
1658-r659, oil on canvas
Mctrnpo.liun Museum of An.
New York, Ikoquest of Benjamin
Altman, 191J

4. Salllud vClu1"iuugstJaclcu,
Perspective of a Duten
1/1 tt::[iu~ ViC' weu !IUIIl II

Doorway, 1658, oil on
canvas
Muste du L-oU\!fC, Puis

5. }ohan van Bcvcrwyck,
Sehat del Ongesomheyt,
1667, etching
Royal library. The Hague



in cases where light values contrasted with
each other in space. The luminosity, or slight
radiation of the objects in the shift of color
between two planes was created either by us
ing overlapping paint or leaving the ground
visible. Here it is worth mentioning, noting
that Vermeer often placed his blue-skirted
women against white backgrounds, that Leo
nardo observed "objects placed against a light
b::lckgronnd ... will n:Hurally appp.ar oetacheo
from that ground,":k1 thus enhancing the spa
tial illusion.

The sfumato effect was also implemented
by seventeenth-century Dutch painters such
as Rembrandt (1606- 1669), who, with a mod
erately loaded brush of highly viscous paint,
gave contours a diffuse character. He did this
by allowing underlying paint to shimmer
through the later applied brush strokes which
had left only paint from certain brush hairs
on areas extruding as a result of impasto un
derpaint or a pronounced canvas weave.24 Ver
meer, in his individual way of rendering sfu
mato, let areas of paint slightly overlap at the
transition areas along contours in order to
create a special luminous effect arOLmu his
pictorial motifs. The result of this technique
can be seen, for example, around the skirt of
The Milkmajd (see fig. 10 in the paper by
Nicola Costaras elsewhere in this volul11e)25
and the Young Woman with a Water Pitcher,26
but also between the floor tiles in The Music
Lesson (sec fig. 14). Whereas Vermeer over
lapped the layers, his forger of the 1930S, Han
van Meegeren (r880- 1947), painted a light
blue or bright ocher line along the contours in
order to create a similar effectY

The practical way of painting the transi
tion zone between one object and another
recalls, once again, Leonardo's words: USince
the end of one color is the beginning of an
other, it must not bc called a linc, for nothing
intervenes between one color placed in front
of another except its end, which is impercep
tible even when viewed from near at hand." 28

Vermeer in several situations literally avoided
h::lving the cn]or of one form tOlld, th::lt of
another in order to make soft transitions be
tween objects. This is the case with the out
line of the neck in the Portrait of a Young
Woman 29 and with the right contour of the
Lady Seated at the Virginal, where the buff
ground is used directly as a middle tone (fig. 6).
In conclusion to the aforementioned state-
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ment Leonardo wrote: "Therefore, painter, do
not accentuate it Ithe contourJ in distant ob
jects."30 Analogous to this, Vermeer created
the diffuse borderline between the floor tiles
in The Music Lesson. I-Iere he allowed the
edges of the initially painted white tiles to be
overlapped slightly by the black underpaint of
the dark tiles. These were covered by a blue
and-black scumblc that, in its own way, over
laps the outlines of the white tiles (fig. 71. Ver
meer's use of "hemells]blauw" (sky blue) for
objects in the foreground can be seen as an
odd inversion of aerial perspective, consider
ing Van Hoogstraeten's opinion that th is color
should be reserved for objects in the back
ground.

Abraham Bosse (1611-16781, in the intro
duction to a book of 1664 by Franl10is Desar
gUt;:; (J.,)~J-l66:z.I,·11 Ullt: uf tllt: lUU:;t influ
ential French theorists on perspective in
the seventeenth century, stated that previous
wnters on perspective generally were con
cerned with three subjects: the base, the ele
vation, and the shadows. Desargues developed
,1 theory in which he used only two concepts:
de trek, or the elevation on the base, and het
sterck en flaauw, the variation of color in
tensity. Desargues argues that the strongcr or
more intense the color of an object, the more
it springs to the foregrOlmd and, vice versa,
when the color is more subdued it recedes
in space. Therefore a strong red color should
preferably be used for objects in the fore
ground, as Vermeer did with the red dress of
the woman in The Girl with the Wineglass,J2
in order to create depth for the objects or fig
ures placed behind it. Although artists had
long been aware of aerial perspective, this ob
servation is also important to Vermeer's for
mula for creating space.

Vermeer seems to have deliberately vio
lated the rules of aerial perspective in a num
ber of cases. As mentioned above, he painted
the transition zone between the tiles in the
foreground of The Music Lesson (fig_ 14) in
a bluish sfumaw. In the same painting the
woman playing the virginal is wearing a red
skirt, although she is standing in the back
ground of the composition. By giving her a red
dress Vermeer apparently wanted her to spring
forward toward the viewer, thus stressing her
as the main actress in this mise-en-scene.

Vemleer's ability to create soft contours ,IS

a result of his awareness of the nature of light

206 WADUM

6. Johannes Vermeer, A Lady
Seated at the Virginal
Idet.:lill, c. r675, oil on c~mV:lS

N.1tional C:allery, london

7. Johannes Vermecr.
A LadYal the Vjrginlll with
a GemlelllllJl (The MUSIC

Les on) Ideraill, c. 1662
r66~, oil on canvas
Her MajcslY Queen EIi::lhcth II

was further developed in his later paintings,
for example, in Lady Writing a Letter with
Her Maid. This painting shows Vermeer's fur
ther developed skills in depicting both the di
rect and secondary reflections of bright sur-



8. lohannes Vermecr, Lady
Writing a Leller with Her
Maid ldclOil), c. 1670, oil on
canvas
Nation:.l1 GiJllcry of Irdond, Dubhn

9. Johanncs Vcrmeel,
Tile Mil.J<maid (detailJ,
c. 1658- 1660, oil on c,mv.as
Riikslnmcum, AmslcrJJJn

10. Samuel van
Hoogstraeten,
Allegory of Time and
£temity, c. 1654, oil on
canva~

SolIe, Christie's ILondnnl. 1950

faces juxtaposed with darker areas (fig. 8).
The crisp, white right-hand sleeve of the lady
seated behind the table stands out with a
knife-edge sharp contour against the dark
background. On the other hand, her left
sleeve, painted in shadow against the brilliant
off-white wall behind her, shows the soft
contour created by a slight overlap of colors.
When observing a darker object against a
luminow:i background, sharp contours cannot
be perceived by the eye, however well defined
the object in front of the light may be.

Leonardo stated that it IS Important to have
the shadow area of the dark object-in the
case of Vermeer, often a dark blue skirt or

apron-placed against a hal'.kgmllnd that is
not equally dark, because then nothing can be
seen but the illuminated areas. Vermeer went
even further and often omitted any expected
shadow behind his figures, but in contrast
showed the white walls lit brightly. Leonardo
advised that if your figure /lis both light and
dark, put the dark side against a light back
ground and the light side against a dark back
ground,"·'·' which is exactly the contrapposto
in lit and unlit areas that Vermeer used in
many of his pictures. He created a similarphe
nomenon in A Lady Standing at the Virginal
and several of his other later paintings.

The draperies in Vermeer's late paintings
are painted with highlights that one does not
observe in his earlier works. This bears testi
mony to a further development of his aware
ness of the physical and psychological effects
of lrght and shadow and their correlation, as
well as to his ability to explore these phenom
ena on his canvases. For some the later paint-
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ings lack the much-appreciated quality of the
work of his middle period, in which the color
harmony is generally thought to be more
subtle. However, we must bear in mind that
Vt:rmt:t:r was cuntinuuusly in st:an:h uf umlt:r
standing the concept of sight and making vi
sual statements of his comprehension of how
the perceiving eye can combine the stimuli
into a finished image on the canvas.

Vermeer began with spontaneous composi
tions in his early history paintings but soon
evolved into the discovery of perspective, as
first encountered in Officer and a Latl~]1il1g

Cirp· Pointillism and impasto paint, as em
ployed in The Milkmaid (fig. 91, became his
next step. Vermeer's further vOy;lge led him
through the rendering of different surface tex
tures, .1S seen most remarkably in the View
of Delft,35 into smoothly painted interiors
where cast shadows and the differentiation of
contours became important factors for his
composed images.

In Allegory of Faith, based not only on
Cesare Ripa's leana/agia (1644) but probably
also on Van Hoogstraeten's Allegory of Time
GIld Eternity lfig. 10) of C. 1654,36 we find a
very schematic way of depicting the objects.
Vermeer suggests the items rather than care
fully rendering them. The text in the open
Bible is painted as gray pa tches; the reflections
on the chalice, as well as those on Christ on
the:: crucifix, hardly illl.!icatl:: a pattt:rJl; tht: rt:
flections in the glass orb, on close scrutiny,
can be described only as abstract blobs of
paint. However, one must imagine that the
painting is meant to be seen from some dis
tance, hanging relatively high on the wall.
Vem1ccr placcd the horizon in thc composi
tion crossing the woman's hand on her breast
and the highly symbolic transition zone be
tween the base of the ebony crucifix, the writ
ten text of the Bible, and Christ's crown of
thorns37 overlapping hoth Rihle and crucifix.
At this hei,ght we have the viewer's eye level,
which places the painting towering on the
wall. In this position the individual paint
strokes within the tapestry, the Bible, the
chalice, and so on, melt together and form rec
ugni<:ai.Jle object:>. It is fascinating tu obSl;:lvt:
how daringly free Vermeer was, in painting
this large canvas, from the ideals of the fi;n
schl1ders (the "fme palnters"l, accordmg to

which no individual paint stroke should be
tray the hand of the artist.38
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t. Johannes Vermeer,
he Milkmaid Ide. tail),
1658-1660, oil on canV3.$

jk..smuseum, .oI\mstcrdam

L Johannes Vermeer,
7dy at rhe Virginal with
Gentleman (The Music
%SOI1) Idetaill, c. J 662

\64, oil on canvas
.:r Majesty Quc.::en Eli;:''lbeth II

Il has nOl bt::t::11 Ilutt::u in earlier commen
taries that the black-and-white floor tiles in
Allegory of Faith have the same pattern as the
tiles in many other paintings by Vermeer. The
color scheme is inverted, however, so that we
see cross-patterns of the tiles made up of five
white tiles, whereas in his other paintings we
see them exclusively as black tiles. By doing
this Vermeer created more light in the lower
part of the painting, which again elongates
the imagc::.

Shadows and Reflected Light

The shadow of the nail in the wall above the
head of The Milkmaid (fig. I I Iand in the up
per left corner of the Woman Holding a Bal
ance'W were important statelnents meant to
give the eye a sense of space and to set the
backdrop.40 Yet these walls, with all their
flaking plaster and nail holes, are rarely seen
in other seventeenth-r.entIlTY paintings with
bourgeois interiors. They also form pan of the
captivating power at fooling the eye, simi
lar to the illusion created by the curtain hang
ing in front of Vermeer's early Girl Reading a
Letter at an Open Window. The art of paint
ing, wrote Van IIoogstraeten, is a science for
representing all the ideas or thoughts that
visible nature in its entirety can produce in
order to deceive the eye with outline and
r.olor41 Thp.se bedriegertjes (deceptions of the
eye) would give the painter the greatest bene
fits and raise him high in the opinion of his
clients.

Of course, Vermeer was aware that shad
ows are produced by objects that prevent light
reachi ng au area behinu tbem. As Leonardo
demonstrated, light has a tendency to bend
slightly inward in the shadow area when pass
ing along the outline of the object, thus cre
ating shadows th~t are not clearcllt but dif
fuse in outline. Van Hoogstraeten echoed this
when writing that the light from the slIn is
so strong and from such a large source that
the light embraces the object onto which it
falls. 42 This is illustrated by the lead bars in
the:: fon.:most window in The Music Lesson
which were painted in lapis lazuli, instead of
black, and stand alit against the strong day
light penetrating the window lfig. I2}. This
gives the bars a much thinner appe~rance, as
if light is being folded around the lead, there
fore diffusing the line. This phenomenon is

in accord with Leonardo's example of looking
through a coarse canvas, a!'i: mentioned e<lrlier.
The cast shadows of the lead bars in the glass
in lead windows in The Astronomer and in
the later Lady Writing a Letter with Her Maid
(fig. 81 were left unpainted. Vermeer instead
used the buff-colored ground to play the role
of shadow.

The color of the shadow is important to
the arti.st. Its tint is determined by the color
of the light source but also by the viewer's dis
tanC'.e, ~md is therefore not necessarily consis
tent with the color of the light. or have often
seen a white object with red lights and bluish
shadows,"43 wrote Leonardo, an observation
that Van Hoogstraeten~4 and Vermeer also
made. The shadows cast by the wooden rods
holding the maps ou the walls ill Wuman in
Blue Reading a Letter lfig. 131 and in Young
Woman with a Water Pitcher45 were painted
with a mixture of lead white, ocher, and nat
ural ultramarine. But, most significantly, the
shadows falling on the white-plastered walls
themselves are often also modeled in ocher,
lead whitc, and natural ultramarine, as seen
especially in The Music Lesson (fig. 141. Below
the barely visible triangular shadow, formed
bt::hillu lh~ uppt::r bar uf the:: lower window
next to the virginal, one observes a bluish
shadow falling on the wall lit by a yellow
blUIsh lIght coming through the window.
Also the wall under and behind the virginal
shows shadows, some of which could have
been recorded after reality and some notl

46

that add a bluish tint to the plastered wall. By
using these colors Vermeer wanted to indicate
tha t the color of the light falling on this lower
pan of the wall, as well as on the floor, was
detennined by the blue sky outside. As one
looks upward on the back wall we note that
the tonality changes into warmer tones, indi
c<lting a diffuse, reflected light from objects in
the street, outside our field of vision. Venneer
gave this reflected light a yellowish tint in
order to distinguish it hom direcl light.

The outside walls, below the windows .in
The Music Lesson and The Girl with the Wine
glass, the area that is shaded most and forms
:1 contrast to the strong light entering the win
dows above, were painted by Vermeer in a dark
natural ultramarine, thus indicating the very
deepest shadow. Over this first layer he then
applied varied layers of earth colors in order to
give the wall a natural appearance. The earth
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I). Johannes Vermeer,
Wonu1ll in Blue 1~(!lJdb)8 a
LeIter (detailJ, c. 1663-1664
oil on canvas
Riiksmuscum, Am~lenl;Jm

14. Johannes Venneer,
Lady at Ihe Virginal with
11 Cemlernan (The Music
LessolJ) (detaill, c. ,661
1664, oi I on canvas
Her Majesty Queen 'ELJz.01beth "



5. Daniel Vosmacr, View of
)elft with a Loggia, 1663, oil
tn canvas
tedchik MU~;(::llm "Her PrinscnhoiH

)clft (on loon rrom Ntthcrlamls
utilutc ior CllhuDI Hcmag\.4t

6. Thomas de Keyser.
;onstallt;;n Hllyge1l.l and
lis Clerk, 1627, oil on panel
f:lllonOl} Glillcry, Lomlun

colors, umber or ocher, should be seen as a re
flection of the multiple warm colors of the
strongly lit interior. Again Leonardo may help
us understand Vermeer's technique; he SLaled
that the surface of every object partakes of
the color of the adjacent object, meaning that
no object is ever seen entirely in its natural
cnlor_~7

Interiors showing black-and-white marble
tiles are found in an overwhelming number
of seventeenth-century Dutch paintings. We
find them on the floors of rich burghers'

houses as well as in the popular church inte
riors, leaVing us WIth the impression that
they were common in seventeenth-century
Dutch interiors. It has recently been noted
though that the many marbled floors found,
for instance, in Vermeer's pain tings were most
probably rare in reality.48 If thesc tiles were
not commonly found even in upper-class in
lcriu[:;, then they must have been added by
the painter for another purpose. One ohviow;
reason could have been to create a certain al
lure of nchness that would attract clients, but
certainly a.lso the effect of perspective, of cre
ating a spatial illusion, could have becn a sig
nificant reason for furnishing interiors with
these patterns. A combination of the two pos
sibilities seems most likely. The seventeenth
century artist, including Vermeer, is con
stantly playing with our senses and composes
interiors so convincing that we r.onsider them
real. This was of course more than the Delft
burghers would have said about Daniel Vos
mner's View of Delft with a Loggia (fig. IS)
of 1663.49 Nevertheless, the loggia serves ex
actly the same function, although more obvi
ously unrealistic than the lavishly re::pre:;e::ntt:d
black-and-white tiled floors in paintings by
Vermeer and his contemporaries.

In this context it is interesting to observe
that the connoi~~elJT of ;lrt, intellectual-at
large, and secretary of stadtholder Frederik
Hendrik, Constantijn Huygens, in his portrait
by Thomas de Keyser 11596/1597-1667) of
1627 Ifig. 16), is shown with many valuable
instruments and maps but with no luxuri
ously marbled flooI. Bruau, cummon wooden
planks, as one would expect the floors to be
made of in this period, fonn the base of this
excellent composition. Five years before hls
portr:li t W;lS painted, Hllygens wrote that"all
pai nting is dead by comparison [to the camera
obscural, for this is life itself, or something
more elevated, if one could articulate it.,,;n
However, in the central vanishing point of
the composition, placed on the chest of Huy
gC::Il:;, oue:: finds the pinhole in the paint, used
by De Keyser for constructing the cnrrec:t
perspective.51

.Pamtmg uit den geest, literally "tram the
mind," meaning creating a composition based
on images of things seen and mirrored in the
imagination, was regarded as the highest level
within the visual arts. Van Hoogstraeten lit
erally compares the painter's mind to a stage
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on which he should pull back the curtain and
paint the imagined scene. 52

Van Hoogstraeten's trompe I'oells may have
influenced Vermeer, and the former's Feigned
Cabinet Door, of 1655,53 with a shadow from
a nail on it similar to that on the back wall
of The Milkmaid (fig. Ill, is one of these vi
sual pleasures that would have fascinated a
seventeenth-century spectator. It is also note
worthy that Vermeer's early Girl Reading a
Letter at an Open Window, which originally
had a more straightfon'lard iconography show
ing a woman reading ~ lov~ letter under a pic
ture of Cupid,54 was turned into a trompe l'oeil
by adding a curtain hanging on a rod in front
of the scene. Vermeer even included in this
painting the imaginary shadow of an imagi
nary frame.55

III tIn: st:venteenth century a perfect paint
ing was considered to be an image that makes
things that do not exist appear to exist and
thus deceIves the viewer in a permissible,
pleasurable, and praiseworthy m:mnerS6 Vrm
Hoogstraeten regarded a work painted uit den
geest as an image representing an imitation of
natural things, but the arrangement and order
ing of those things proceeds from the memory
of the artist. He holds the parts of what he re
solves to paint in his imagination in disunlt:r
until he puts them together in such a way
that they form a whole pictureY The art of
Vermeer seems to be closely connected with
this attitude. His interiors are composed as a

mise-en-scene, with curtains, special light ef
fects, and a composition with a strong spatial
illusion. We, the spectators, are also staged by
the artist and often placed behind a repoussoir
in the foreground. This we see very clearly in
The Music Lesson, where the viewer is fur
thennore, as so often in Vennecr's p~intings,

positioned below the eye level of the depicted
persons.

The mirror above the virginal in The Music
Lesson has been described as a careful record
ing of the perspective of the floor and the
table seen in it. In fact this is IlOl the case, as
the table in the mirror is painted with a re
ceding line tOward the left, whereas the table
in reality recedes toward the nght. By making
this ehange Vermeer achieved a more homo
geneous composition in the mirror. This indi
cates that the mirror for the artist was yet
another painting carefully constructed ac
cording to his compositional needs-and not
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a reproduction from a supposed reality. This
places the mirrored image of the artist's easel
in another pcn;pectivt:, as a Jt:1iberaLe wish to
he present ill this picture.

The Girl with tIle Red Hat and Girl with a
Pearl Earring have a number of simIlarities:
the lips show identical light reflections from
moisture, and the out-of-focus manner in
wb.ich the lion finials in the first painting
have been painted is comparable to the way
the yellow jacket in the latter is executed.
Has this been done because the image was
rendered via a camera obscura that could nut
foells well, or becallse the artist wanted us to
believe that we were looking through such a
device when viewing the girls? There is still
another, more convincing explanation: Vcr
meer was so much aware of the way the eye

17./ohannes Vermeer,
The Girl Wlth the }(ed Hat,
c. 1665, oil on panel,
x-radiograph
National Gallery o( Art, Vhsbington
Andrew W. Mellon Collec[ion



8. Vermeer, The Girl
lith the Red Hal, infrared
~fJeetogram

sees that he deliberately created the two im
ages in snc:h a In.:1nner that the faces are in
focus, but the foregrounds are not. By paint
ing the yellow jacket, made of a material that
cannot be precisely determined, with blobs of
fluid, yellow paint, comparable to the diffuse
highlights on the lion finials in The Girl witb
the Red HUl, Ite fun:es us to tum our search
ing gaze back to the faces. Vermeer makes us
concentrate on these faces, thus stressing our
intimate contact with the women. He manip
ulates us into full concentration on the two
onlooking females, creating quite a different
mood than when viewing his Portrait of Q

Young Woman. 5R The dfect of the two for
mer tronies, with deliberately unfocused fore
grounds, is similar to what we experience

when we are in a conversation with someone
and are looking at the person's eyes. In this
situation the person's jacket or tie is an unfo
cused element that we record but do not con
centrate on, a phenomenon the artist wanted
to establish in a most surprising way.

Adjustments to the Chronology

Based on a thorough study of Vermeer's paint
ings, the materials and technique he used, a
revision of the chronology of his works seems
necessary. It has been stated by various writ
ers that until now the chronological order of
Vermeer's ueuvre has been largely based on
subjective considerations. With new knowl
edge of his materials and methods, I believe
that Vermeer's small production can be bene
ficially revised along the following lines.

Mistress and Maid (Frick Collection),
hitherto dated c. I667, shows similarities to
early paintings. Thc work in itsclf is difficult
to assess, as the whole background appears to
have been overpainted at a later time, but the
hantlling of the yellow fur-trimmed jacket,
with its bold brush ~troke~, is remini~c:ent of
The Procuress (Dresden), dated 1656, and A
Woman Asleep (fIg. 3), formcrly dated c. I657.
The lack of a correct perspective in the Chi
nese box on the table of Mistress and Maid,
and the very strange way the woman is writ
ing, in an odd direction, 'Q lead me to believe
that this painting must be placed early in Ver
meer's career, c. 1659-1660. The flesh colors,
built up over reddish underpaint, do not con·
tain any greenish sharlow tones, as they do in
Vermeer's works after 1660. In Mistress and
Maid the shadows are grayish in tonality, and
except for the area along the yellow coat there
is an overall sfl.lmato along the contours. In
Woman Asleep, which I date to 1658-1659,
soft modeling of the paint can only be found
in the face of the girl. The rest of the compo
sition is characterized by sharp contours and
relatively thick layers of paint.

Remarbbly, the white highlights in Mis
tress and Maid are painted wi th a highly vis
cous lead white, and the brush has left marks
of the hairs clearly visible in the paint, a
phenomenon one encounters in only one
otherpaintingby Vermeer, the Woman Asleep.
In this painting the chair in tltt: furegruuml
ladded later), which is weak in execution, as
one may observe in the studs on the chair,60 is
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rendered in a way comparable to those in Mis
tress and Maid. Furthermore, the flesh tones
of the maid have a grayish tonality, just as in
Woman Asleep. I tend to believe that all these
characteristics indicme that Mistress and
Maid was one of Vermeer's first attempts in
painting a genre piece. The format llsed at this
early stagt:, c. 16)y- 1660, appears to be some
what too large to work out in an entirely
satisfactory way.61 After this experiment, Ver
meer turned to a smaller format for his inte
rior scenes. A few years later he retuTned to
the subject with the very fine Lady Writing
(c. 1665, in Washingtonl.62

The Girl with the Red Hat (c. r6651, recog
nized as an authentic painting by Vermeer,
was done over a portrait of a man. It has often
been considered that this unfinished male por
tr::lit might have heen painted by Carel Fabri
tius (1622-1654), an artist Vermeer is sup
posed to have held in high esteem. However,
it has nlw'lys puzzled me why one decided not
to attribute this work to Venneer himself. We
know that early in hi career he painted with
:;LIUng, forceful brush strokes, laying the paint
on the support in impasto, very similar to
what is shown by an x-radiograph (fig. 17) and
an lllfrared reflectogram image (fig. rs) of the
obscure portrait underneath The Girl with
the Red Hat. Moreover, the male figure does
resemble the so-called self-portrait on the leit
in The Procuress. The two paintings by Ver
meer with male figures in the Dissius sale
(r6961-Self-Portrait and Man Washing His
Hands-furthcrmun: illllicati;: LhaL men weJC
more often present in Vcrmeer's oeuvre than
one tends to think. If my hypothesis is cor
rcct, this would mean that the underlying
portrait of the man may be an authentic early
work by Vermeer himself, painted around
r656. After having abandoned it for a consid
erable time, Vermeer could have reuscd the
small panel and painted The Girl witb the
Red Hat over it.63

~aint Praxedis, a Question of Attribution

In the past a large number ot paintings were
nttributed to Vermeer. Some of these have UTI

dergone serious questioning concerning their
authenticity, resulting in their deattribution
and purging frum dlt:: anisl's produclion. One
painting, however, has recently been added to
Vermeer's oeuvre, Saint Praxedis (fig. 19).
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This painting was attributed to Johannes
Vermeer of Delft for the firSt time in 1969'"
and was firmly inclucJecJ in Vermeer's oeuvre
in 1986.65 The painting is generally believed
to be a copy after a painting by Felice Fiche
rclli (1605 -c. 1669), now in the Collection
Fergnani, Ferrara (fig. 20).

Thc "Vermeer" Saint Praxedis (Barbara
Pia:;ecka Juhnson CollecLionl hanging next to
the fully accepted Venneer paintings provided
an excellent opportunity to compare and
study their respective characteristics in exe
cution. It must be noted that a number of the
qualities concerning Venneer's painting tech
nique, the rendering of contours, shadows,
and manipulation of light, as mentioned
above, do not apply to the Johnson Collec
tion Saint Praxedis, nor to the early history

19. Johannes Vermeer, Saint
Prnxedis, oil 00 c~nvas

BJrbarn PI:l5ecka Johnson Collcellor
Found.mon



o. Felice Ficherelli, Saini
'taXedlS, c. 1645,01] on
anvas
'ollccuon Fcrgn.ml, Fcrr.1ra

I. Detail of fig. 19

2. Detail of fig. 19
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23. Felice fieherelli, The
Sacrifice of Isaac, e. 1640,
oil on canvas
N;nional Gallery uf Ireland, Dublin

24. Felice Ficherclli, Lot and
His Doug/Hers, oil on canvas
Nalionnl Gnllery of lreland, Dublin

2.5. Felice Fieherelli, Saint
Mary Magdalen, oil on
e.::tovns
Nation:!l Gallery of trdand, Dublin

paintings, Christ in the House of Mary and
Martha and Diana and Her Companions,
allributed to Venueer. This obviuu:sly makt::s
a comparison between these and later works
by the artist very difficult.66

When comparing Saint Praxedis with the
two early history paintings bearing Vermeer's
signature it became apparent to me that the
execution of Saint Praxedis differs from that
of the others. This is especially seen in the
execution of details, as the hand that applied
the paint has its own specific calligraphy. The
fluw uf tilt: urush, shuwn by the paint left be
hind, indicates how steady the hand was that
handled the brush. In the large painting Christ
In the House of Mary and Martha one ob
serves a very secure mastery of the paint ap
plication. Broad, bold brush strokes were em
ployed when Vermeer created the blues and
reds of the clothing in the foreground, all done
in fluid, soft strokes. Rounded, curved, and
straight lines alternate with each other, and
the confidence with which these have been
put down is striking. This is also true of
the detailed brushwork in Diana and Her

Companions, which shows a very secure and
steady painter's hand.

This cannot be said of Saint Praxedis. On
several places in the red dress and on thc
white sleeve one finds brush strokes that re
veal either an unsteadiness or at le:lst :l elif
ferent way of dragging the brush over the
surface. Minute wavy strokes display a hand
that trembled when applying the p~int; this
is most clearly visible in a white brush stroke
on the sleeve (fig. 21). The waviness, which
oceUl-S on a small scale, is found everywhert:
in the red tunic of the saint (fig. 22) and shows
a pattern one does not find in any other Ver
meer paintings.

The WIlY :l h:lnd applies the paint, espe
cially when the artist is not concentrating on
a specific form, results from an automatic
movement of the hand and therefore reveals
the individual. Of course, an artist copying
another artist's painting would probably try
LO clllulatt: his :suun;e;:'s brushwurk. However,
as far as I can judge from photographic evi
dence, wavy brush-handling is not found in
the Flcherelll paintmg in ferrara (fig. 20).

Nevertheless, the three works by Ficherelli in
the National Gallery of Ireland in Dublin
The Sacrifice of Isaac (c. 16401, Lot and His
Daughters, and Saint Mary Magdalen (figs. 23,
24, 2S)67-show exactly the same waviness in
the brushwork as the so-called Venueer Saint
PIllx~c1i:). In Th~ Sacrifice of isaac (fig. 23)
these characteristic patterns are visible in the
thickly painted dress of Isaac, and in Lot and
His Daughters (fig. 241 we see the wavy han
dling of the paint below the elbow of Lot and
in the dress of the daughter at the right. The
drapery around the hips of the saint in Mary
Magdalen (fig. 25), painted in an identical
tonality as the dress of Saint Praxedis, shows
the typical calligraphy of Ficherelli's hand.
These observations therefore raise serious
Questions concerning the present :lttrihIJ
tion of the Saint Praxedis in the Johnson
Collection.

There are also other elements in this pain t
ing that cause problems in understanding its
nature as a copy. When copying another art
ist's work one would expect the painter tu
work from the front toward the back, in can·
trast with the normal way of painting. This
means that the copyist would begin by ren
dering the olltlines of the most important
elements in the composition. In the Saint
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Praxedis attributed to Vermeer this is not the
case. The ewer in which the saint collects the
blood of the beheaded m;lIl was not blocked
out in the red dl'ess before it was painted. The
red dress extends under the left quarter of the
urn,6K indicating an initial asymmetrical ob
ject, and both handles appear to hc paintcd
over the finished red dress (fig. 26). Further
more, the dark silhouette of the architecture
behind the dead body was painted before the
corpse. We C:1n 111;1kc this nnt hy th~ f;lct th,1t

a dark patch of shadow is shimmering through
the shoulder of the corpse (fig. 27). One would
not expect to find these phenomena, appear
ing like pentimenti, in an almost literal copy.

The Ficherelli painting in Ferrara (fig. 201

uut:::; ~how a J1Uluber of minor differences,
such as the outline of the drapery on the left
shoulder of the saint and the headdress against
the flmshed sky. Reflectograms of Fiche
relli's painting reveal a number of prep.aratory
drawings, especially in the drapery, arms, and
hands.69

The facial flesh tones in the Johnson Col
lection Saint Praxedis (fig. 19) have a light
base, and the shadows are made with the
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brush tip. Sueh :1 working method C;lnJlnt h~

traced in the work of Vermeer, neither in his
early nor later paintings. Usually they possess
a well-defined shadow area in the uuderpaint
which is modeled directly over the ground or
imprimatura.

26. Detail OJ fig. 19

27. Detail offig. 19

'R. Ortoil of fig. 19



Another interesting factor is that no smalt
was ever detected in this painting.70 In Christ
in the House of Mary and Martha one finds
large amounts of smalt and indigo, and the
same goes for Diana and Her Companions. In
both early paintings the smalt is detected even
in areas that are not blue, for instance in the
background or flesh colors.

A dark underpainting was found under the
blue sky in Saint Praxedis; this underpainting
consists mainly of natural ultramarine, pos
sibly with the addiLion of indigo." In DialJa
and Her Companions there is no dark under
paint in the area of the sky, as had previously
been noted as a similarity between this pamt
i ng ,mo Snint Prnxe.dis. On the contrary, the
thin, transparent reddish-brown layer, applied
over the ground in Diana and Her Compan
ions, probably does not cover the area of the
sky. However, in The Sacri{ice ofIsaac (fig. 23)
one clearly observes the dark underpaint over
which Ficht:Jo::lli UJuudeu tho:: blut: sky in nat
ural ultramarine.

A final note is that, to my knowledge, rarely
docs a copyIst sign hIS rephea tvnce. Speaking
of signatures, the directly readable signature
"Meer 1655," lower left, must be regarded as
apocryphal. Part of this signature is visible to
the naked eye despite the fact that the paint
under it is heavily abraded.7Z The knobs of the
canvas are even partly visible under the sig
uatllIe (fig. 28), indicating that the paint layer
was abraded before the signature was added.
In my opinion the signature is not inte
gral to the painting. The inscription "Meer N
R[ .. ]o[.]o," bottom right is, however, so rudi
mentary that any interpretation would be
factitious.

As has become obvious to the reader, it is
not only the iconographic but ccrtaillly alsu
the stylistic difference that makes it seriously
problematic to accept Sain t Praxedis as a
painting executed by Johannes Vermeer of
Oclft.73 Based on a comparison of techniqLte
and the manner of applying the paint with
pictures by Ficherelli, an attribution of the
Johnson Collection Saint Praxcdis to Ficher
eUi seems apparent. It still has to be deter
mined if the Ferrara Saint Praxedis is auto
graph ur a copy.

Epilogue

The awareness of correspondences in Ver
meer's paintings to particlliar passages in man
uscripts or books possibly known to the art
ist7~ places him in a contemporary context.
The romantic idea of Vermeer living in iso
lation is a tale from the past. His craftsman
ship dues not stand alone but is founded on a
large knowledge of painting techniques inher
ited from predecessors and shared by his con
temporaries. By studying Vermeer's paintings
carefully, specific phenomena become appar
ent, which in turn throw a new light on his
stylistic development and thus on the chro
nology of his paintings.

There are few disputed paintings in Ver
meer's oeuvre, aside from Saint Praxedis in
the Johnson Collection. As this painting does
not have much in common with Vermeer's
known works, but certainly has mueh in
common with those ot the Italian painter
Felice Ficherelli, its attribution to Vermeer is
questionable. 75
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Being able to study Vermeer's oeuvre in depth has
been a privilege in itself. Many persons have, know
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wish to thank Arthur K. Wheelock Jr. for his interest
and openness for discussion, and Ernst van de Weter
ing for engaging observations on Vermeer. In pnrticu
Jar 1am indehted to Nicola Costaras and the staff of
the Royal Cabinet of Paintings Mauritshuis, among
whom Dcn Droo. and Marhes Enklaar gave valu-
able reflection s on this paper, and to Frederik van
Koetsveld for his continuous support throughout
the Vermeer proiect.
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